Agenda Items for RAP pre/post meeting

1. Assigning RAP members to IRP1 to IRP5 projects

2. Identify Objectives and Outputs for input into scoping of IRP3 and IRP4

3. Capitalising on Peter Bach’s UHI mapping tool.
   - Map out process to seize opportunities to use tools (microclimate/UHI) to develop scenarios for Adelaide that can feed into
     - urban liveability
     - CC adaptation
     - influencing or communicating with the new Manager and Director Climate Change
     - communicating with Cities of WT, CC, Marion, Onka etc
     - development of announceables for MSEC
   - better connecting the IWMP to UHI effects etc.
   - Possible action - Demonstrate the UHI impacts of current infill policy to influence policy.
   - Peter Bach in Adelaide in early November, how can we make the most of this?

   - WCS index : Determine if lite/full option is preferred and how to integrate with proposed Urban Water Plan

5. Consider rolling WSSA and RAP committees together - can this be done and still retain identity.

6. CRC has $20k to contribute to SA RAP to determine how this is spent.

7. SA need/opportunity/contribution to the new Regional Managers that take over from Regional EDs.

8. 29 March 2016 event in pm after RAP meeting - Angus/Angela speaking about Orange case study.